
How Trump International Collusion Is
Threatening American Democracy
The Trump administration's ties to Russia have been the subject of intense
scrutiny and investigation. This article examines the evidence of collusion
between the Trump campaign and Russia, and discusses the potential
implications for American democracy.
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Evidence of Collusion

There is a growing body of evidence that suggests that the Trump
campaign colluded with Russia to influence the outcome of the 2016
election. This evidence includes:

Contacts between Trump campaign officials and Russian officials
during the campaign.
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The release of stolen Democratic National Committee emails by
Russian hackers.

The Trump campaign's use of Russian-linked social media
propaganda.

Trump's own statements expressing admiration for Russian President
Vladimir Putin.

Taken together, this evidence suggests that the Trump campaign was
willing to work with Russia to win the election. This is a serious threat to
American democracy, as it undermines the integrity of our electoral
process.

Potential Implications

If the Trump campaign did collude with Russia, it would have serious
implications for American democracy. These implications include:

Undermining the legitimacy of the 2016 election.

Eroding public trust in the government.

Weakening American democracy.

The 2016 election was one of the most consequential in American history.
The outcome of the election will have a profound impact on the country for
years to come. If the Trump campaign colluded with Russia, it would be a
betrayal of the American people and a threat to our democracy.

What Can We Do?



There are a number of things that we can do to protect American
democracy from the threat of foreign interference. These include:

Supporting independent investigations into Russian interference in the
2016 election.

Demanding that the Trump administration be transparent about its ties
to Russia.

Holding our elected officials accountable for their actions.

Educating ourselves about the dangers of foreign interference in
elections.

By taking these steps, we can help to protect American democracy and
ensure that our elections are free and fair.

The Trump administration's ties to Russia are a serious threat to American
democracy. The evidence of collusion between the Trump campaign and
Russia is mounting, and the potential implications for our democracy are
grave. We must act now to protect our democracy from foreign
interference. We must demand independent investigations, demand
transparency from the Trump administration, and hold our elected officials
accountable. By taking these steps, we can help to ensure that American
democracy remains strong.
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